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Thank you!!!!

Thank you to Craig Adcock, Mary Berg, Jasper Mirabile, Jaci Shelby, and Carl Thorn-
Thomsen for supporting this book. I’m sure your recipes will be loved by every young 
reader, and Slice is thrilled to know he can become any of these tasty gourmet dishes.!!
Thank you Shannon Gaines Bowman for the beautiful recipe pages. You are a design 
genius.!!
Thank you Stacey Lukas for being a great friend and editor.!!
Thank you Marina Veselinovic for bringing these characters to life so beautifully with 
your illustrations.!!
Thank you to my wonderful family, especially my husband. Your love and support is 
cherished everyday.  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Lily burst through the kitchen door.!!
“I’m starving Mama! I want eggs.... and bacon... and pancakes!” It only inspired Lily’s 
growling tummy to see TV star Rachael Ray making waffles on the television in the 
kitchen. Lily was STARVING.!!
Slice peered around the corner of his bread box and smiled. It sounded like a promising 
day for him.!!
“Good heavens, Lily. You would explode!  Besides, I’m very busy this morning and 
frightfully late. I’ll spread some peanut butter on a slice of bread for you,” said Lily’s 
mother as she busily stuffed her briefcase with the day’s work at the kitchen island. Her 
glasses perched on her nose, a “go cup” of coffee in her hand, she was ready for the 
morning commute.  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“I don’t want plain old white bread,” whined Lily.!!
Lily’s mother sighed. “All right, then grab a granola bar; we have to leave 
immediately,” hurried her mother.!!
Lily pouted as she dragged herself to the pantry to retrieve the bar. She stood there 
muttering to herself. “Stupid granola bar—these are for after-school snacks. I want 
bacon and eggs. Why do we even have a kitchen?! Mama NEVER cooks anymore.” She 
was mad, and she wanted her mother to know it, so she stomped her feet loudly all the 
way to the front door. 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From the corner of the bread box, Slice, the lone piece of white bread there, heard Lily’s  
words and felt sad. But he wasn’t the only one... You see, unknown to Lily and her 
mom, they shared their home with a special group of characters, the Kitchen Krewe. 
And although these characters couldn’t talk to the humans, the Kitchen Krewe was very 
much a part of the humans’ world.!!
“Ohhh, the po’ little dear. I hate tuh see her git so angry first thing in the mornin’,” 
sighed a voice unheard by the arguing humans. This silky Southern voice belonged to 
Viki, the stunning sky blue Viking stove who was the center of attention in the home’s 
beautiful gourmet kitchen. When she was installed, even the workmen said she was the 
crowning jewel of the room. If you asked anyone else in the “Kitchen Krewe,” they 
would tell you the compliment went right to her head. Viki acted like the “Belle of the 
Ball” of the entire house, holding court in her very regal sort of way.!!
“I know. When you get that HAWT, especially in the morning, it justa ruins yo whole 
day! Unless you’re cookin’. Right, Viki?” asked Sookie, the sugar bowl, in a thick New 
Jersey accent.  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A sharp cough came from the other end of the counter. “Eh-hem! Lily is NOT HAWT!”  
interrupted Salt.!!
She is ANNNGRY!!” said Pepa, finishing her sister’s thought.!!
Most of the time, everyone in the kitchen got along famously. But occasionally there 
were a few who were on edge, and Pepa, one of the Shaker Sisters, was infamous for her 
fiery temperament. Her sister, Salt, had a drier wit and was a little more refined.!!
“Pepa, Sookie was not insulting you,” Viki soothed.!!
Another agitator was Max, the KitchenAid mixer. He was always stirring up 
controversy just to mix things up.!!
Max giggled. “I think Lily was hotter than a pinch from your own mill, Pepa.”!!
Pepa was burning mad and was grinding her gears. Salt, the other Shaker Sister, and 
Patty, the Butter, quickly joined the rowdy debate.!!
Slice sat quietly and peered out the window of his box. Tucked way back in the corner 
of the kitchen cabinets, the bread box gave Slice a unique point of view of everything in 
the kitchen, but it also made him feel isolated and lonely. Finding himself left out of the 
lively goings-on again, he let out a small sigh.  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Unheard by Lily and her mom, these conversations went on for hours in the large 
gourmet kitchen. The Kitchen Krewe had only themselves for company; it wasn’t like 
they were used much anymore to create meals. And if you know those “foodie types,” 
they live to create wonderful meals, feed people, and feel valued. Lately, Lily’s mother 
was swamped with her new job, which kept the kitchen from being used as often. This 
caused a lot of tension among the Krewe.!!
This debate might have gone on longer, but their attention was suddenly drawn to the 
TV. Jamie Oliver’s cooking show had come on. The TV was a ginormous flat-screen 
mounted on the wall near the table, and it stayed on the Food Network channel 24/7. 
The Kitchen Krewe loved the Food Network, but then again, it caused stirring debates 
because everyone had their favorite Chef!!!
The group got quiet as they all watched Jamie cook.  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“Oh, his accent is divine,” squeaked Salt, as she twirled in circles.!!
“Now, he’s HAWT!” said Pepa.!!
“Shhhhh! Quit rattling all those peppercorns. Jamie’s going to make a quiche!” Mrs. 
Belle, the milk, shushed.!!
“Ahhh, that means he needs me, my dear.” stated Mr. Belle. Being the cream in the Belle 
family, this proclamation sounded heavy and thick.  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The gaggle of Eggs squawked in unison, muscling their way into the conversation. 
“And he needs us, too!”!!
“You kids crack me up. Slide over, he needs me the most,” said Patty, the Butter. “I play 
a huge role in every recipe,” she said mustering up an imperial attitude.!!
“Do not!” hurled one of the Eggs, which seemed to incite the rest of the dozen. They 
started spinning and rolling all over the kitchen counter.!!
The Swiss Cheese tried to join the argument about being needed the most in this recipe, 
but the holes in his argument were clearly visible.  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“What if Jamie isn’t making Quiche Lorraine? What if he’s making Broccoli Cheddar 
Quiche? Nanny-nanny-boo-boo!” mocked the wobbliest Egg in the bunch. The rest of 
the Dozen egged him on.!!
“In my day,” exclaimed Mrs. Belle, “Julia Child made excellent quiche.”!!
Slice sat on the end of the bread box watching the food fight. The voices got louder, and 
no one was listening. Finally, Slice had had enough of the bickering.!!
Slice popped off in a crusty voice. “You are all so silly to fight. You’re friends. And YOU 
get to be used in recipes. Your dreams can come true. Recipes never need me.” Slice was 
mad and hurt and feeling sorry for himself. And he started to pout.!!
The rest of the kitchen Krewe just stared at Slice. Why, they had hardly ever noticed him 
before! He was always hanging out in the corner. Max, the mixer, called him a 
“wallflower.”  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“You all sat here the other night and talked about becoming a soufflé. You were all 
excited. Max, you even figured out the speed needed to whip the mixture, so just the 
right amount of air was added. Mr. and Mrs. Belle were sweetly discussing which one 
of them should go into the bowl first. And the Eggs were out here cracking jokes. It’s the 
recipe of your dreams, and you were going to make it together! I’m tired of watching 
you argue.” Slice crumbled.!!
“Gee, Slice, we never thought of that,” said Salt.!!
Pepa spun over to Slice and asked, “What is your dream, Slice?”!!
Slice stared at the floor, then said meekly, “I want to be Toast.” He didn’t look up.!!
The kitchen got dreadfully quiet. After what felt like an eternity, a snort was heard.!!
“He wants to be toast!” The Eggs were cracking up. “How fancy!”Salt sprinkled in the 
hard facts. “Who are you, Slice? WonderBread, the super hero? There’s not even a 
toaster in this kitchen. You can’t be toast.”!!
“Look, Slice, you’re meant to be a sandwich. Maybe a PB&J. Maybe a bologna 
sandwich. Get real, Homeslice!” said Pepa.!!
Slice burned with embarrassment and started to cry.  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“I know.” Slice choked back his tears. “I’m silly to dream, but it’s in my heart.”!!
By now most of the Kitchen Krewe was giggling.!!
“Stop it everyone,” said Viki sternly. “Stop squashing Slice’s dream. If he keeps crying, 
he will get moldy.”!!
Hearing that comment, the Swiss cheese slinked away from Slice.!!
“Oh, Slice, we never knew. You hahdly evah come out of your box to play with us.” said 
Sookie, the sugar bowl.!!
“I’m so scared,” confessed Slice. “The last bread that lived in my box, grew old and was 
tossed out to the birds. I don’t want to be bird food! I want to be part of a special recipe, 
too!”!!
“Calm down, Slice. You’re crumbling to pieces,” said Mrs. Belle. She tended to act like a 
mother hen which riled up the Eggs to no end.!!
“But, nobody uses bread in their recipes,” pouted Slice. “Nobody makes toast things.”  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“Nobody makes ANYTHING in this kitchen anymore!” added Max.!!
“Don’t worry, Sugah,” Sookie said sweetly. “You can be more than a peanut butter and 
jelly sammich. Membah when Jamie made Welsh Rarebit? He put that on toast.”!!
All the Kitchen Krewe turned and stared at Sookie. Their eyes grew big as plates and 
their smiles twice as wide.!!
“Wahoo! I remember that show,” whirled Max.!!
Max, who got very excited when he talked about his favorite chef, Guy Fieri, fired off, 
“Remember when Guy went to Saint Petersburg with Diners, Drive-ins and Dives and 
had Creamed Chipped Beef—THAT NEEDED TOAST!”!!
“Hahahahahahaha, ‘Stuff on a Shingle’! That was a great show,” giggled Salt.!!
Pepa who had a crush on Guy, spun wildly exclaiming, “Guy is such a pistol.”!!
“Remember when Bobby Flay made that Grilled Banana and Nutella Panini? That’s 
toast! Do we have a panini maker?” asked the Eggs, acting devilish.!!
“And .... Giada De Laurentiis made Bruschetta. You would be the key ingredient in that 
recipe Slice!” said Mrs. Belle, winking.!!
“Oh, Giada is so dreamy,” gushed Mr. Belle, who was a little too smooth in his delivery 
of the compliment for Mrs. Belle’s taste. She gave her husband a cold glare.  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The Kitchen Krewe was getting excited thinking of all the recipes that could be made 
with toast. Slice was smiling from crust to crust.!!
“But there’s no way to toast him,” reminded Max. “And Lily’s mom never has time to 
cook.”!!
“Ahh, honey, dontcha worry ‘bout a thing Slice. We’ll find a way. ‘Night y’all.” Viki 
reassured him.!!
For once, the Kitchen Krewe was very quiet. They were all deep in thought of their own 
dream recipes.  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The next morning, Lily’s mother plodded into the kitchen in her pajamas. Emeril 
Lagasse’s show was on, and the Chef was talking about the best recipes he ever made. 
She wearily sat down at the table and folded her hands around her chin. When was the 
last time Lily and I cooked in this kitchen? This new job has kept me too darn busy.!!
Lily popped through the kitchen door, yawning.!!
Lily’s mother smiled as her messy-haired daughter slid into the chair beside her. She 
cuddled Lily as Emeril started cooking breakfast on the kitchen TV. Then, “BAM!” Lily’s 
mother had a wonderful idea.!!
“Honey, I’m sorry I have been so busy lately. Let’s take today, you and me, and spend it 
together. How about we start by making ourselves a special breakfast?”!!
A small scurrying noise made Lily’s mother turn towards Viki. She noticed the bread 
box was open, and in a little group next to the box, two eggs were laying nestled by the 
milk and the sugar jar. Sookie’s lid was tipped to the side.!!
Lily’s mother smiled. “Let’s make the breakfast I loved most when I was your age—
French Toast!”!!
Lily’s happy giggles could be heard throughout the house.!!
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And that is how Slice, with a little help from his friends, became toast... French Toast.!!!!
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The End
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RECIPES



Egg in the Hole 
Craig Adcock

I first cooked this recipe with my 7 year old goddaughter. 
We kept it simple and had fun. The next time I prepared the recipe, 
I paired it for brunch with Rock Cod caught fresh from Pismo Beach. 
I hope you enjoy this simple preparation as much as we do.
Serves 2 Serves 2 

2 slices medium white bread 
2 eggs
Butter (room temperature) 
Sauté pan
Chives (optional)
Salt
PPepper
Jelly or syrup (optional)

Butter both sides of  the bread. 
Using a knife or can, make a hole in the center of  the bread 
(keep the rounds for grilled cheese). 
Bring sauté pan to medium high heat and sear bread on one side 
for 45 seconds – flip bread to other side. 
Crack an eCrack an egg into the bread and allow to cook for about 90 seconds. 
Flip bread and egg once more and cook for 30 seconds to a minute 
until whites of  egg have set to the desired consistency. 
Garnish with salt, fresh cracked pepper, and 
chives/jelly/syrup if  desired. Enjoy.
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Craig Adcock, with his characteristic gleam in his eyes, jokingly refers 
to himself  as the “only non-catering caterer” he knows. He’s as down to earth 
as they come, which is quite a feat for a guy who has cooked for the 
Food Network’s South Beach Food and Wine Festival beside personalities 
like Emeril Lagasse, Guy Fieri, Morimotto, and several of  the top BBQ 
talents across the nation. He has also grilled backstage for Elton John concerts. 
Craig once fiCraig once fired up the grills for 600lbs of  meat at the SXSW Music Festival.
 
It may come as a surprise to most that Adcock, with his long, curly hair, 
laid back demeanor and ease behind the grill, was once working in a 
corporate cubicle just four years ago, moonlighting on nights and weekends 
to feed his cooking passion. Adcock made the life-changing decision 
to take his side business and passion, Belly Up Bar-B- Que, 
into a full time cainto a full time career. 

Also, Adcock’s famous dessert is Jude’s Rum Cake. The cakes have become 
a mainstay of  Adcock’s catering business; he now ships thousands per year 
nationwide. Adcock’s spirit of  doing things his own way is reflected 
by his catering style — a blend of  chef, charismatic host 
and sommelier.



Toast Tartlets
Mary Berg

You will need:

1 standard muffin tin
12 slices of  your favorite bread 
(may use pre- sliced sandwich bread 
or aor any other sliceable bread)
1 stick butter (melted)
choice of fillings -- 
go savory with veggies and cheese or egg; 
or sweet with berries, fruit, cinnamon & sugar – 
topped with mousse or pastry cream

Preheat your oven to 350 degrees.
RRemove crusts from bread and press each slice flat
Grease your muffin tin with some of  the melted butter
Press one slice of  bread into each of  the muffin bases 
to make the “tart” shell - some of  the bread will be outside of  the pan
Cut your fillings into small pieces and divide them amongst the tart shells 
Bake for 10-15 minutes or until the filling has set
Season with salt & pepper or cinnamon & sugar, serve warm
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Chef  Mary Berg, owner of  delish! catering & events has been a chef  
and caterer for over 20 years. Mary’s cooking career began with key 
apprenticeships at some of  Kansas City’s great restaurants: 
Club 427, Starker’s Private Reserve, and The Cellar at Classic Cup.
 
Her next career move came as the Sous Chef  and later Co- Executive 
Head CheHead Chef  at Kansas City staple The Classic Cup in Westport. 
Catering became the next direction for Mary with a move to 
Hereford House’s Catering Solutions in 1999. In 2001 she ventured out 
on her own, and in 2008, Mary opened delish! catering & events, located 
in Olathe, Kansas. 

Mary has won top accolades year after year, 
including being named Best Caterer by KCMag for multiple years. 
TThroughout her career Mary has served presidents, celebrities, 
music artists and top executives of  Fortune 500 companies. 
Mary is a Certified Culinarian through the 
American Culinary Federation.

Mary Berg   



Chef  Jasper’s Garlic Toast
Jasper Mirabile Jr.

1 loaf  Italian Bread
4 Tablespoons soft butter
4 cloves garlic
2 Tablespoons 
Grated Grated Romano Cheese

Chop garlic. Slice bread lengthwise. 
Mix softened butter with garlic, butter and cheese. 
Spread mixture on each side of  bread. 
Place bread on sheet pan and broil 2-3 minutes until golden. 
Remove from oven and cut. Serve.

Chef  Jasper’s Notes: After removing bread from oven, 
dust the dust the garlic toast with more grated cheese if  desired. 
You may also want to sprinkle with fresh herbs before serving. 
This is also a great way to make pizza bread. 
Just add your favorite toppings to this bread and bake. 
So delicious!
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For Jasper J. Mirabile Jr., working in the kitchen of  Kansas City’s most
award - winning restaurant has been a homecoming to his family-owned 
establishment. His grandmother helped his father launch Jasper’s back in 
1954, and now almost 60 years later, Jasper has taken the reins. 

Mirabile is an acclaimed chef  who has made guest chef  appearances at 
The James Beard House in New York. He has been featured in several 
major newspapemajor newspapers and magazines across the USA. Recently, Zagat named 
Jasper’s one of  America’s Top 25 Italian Restaurants and Travel & Leisure 
named Jasper’s one of  USA’s Top Italian Restaurants. To learn more, 
check out restaurant’s website at www.jasperskc.com.

Mirabile’s other activities include: hosting a popular weekly radio show 
on KCMO 710, Live! From Jasper’s Kitchen, chairman of  Slow Food 
Kansas City, Vice President (Midwest) of  Gruppo Ristoratori, 
and boaand board member of  The American Institute of  Wine and Food 
Kansas City; additionally, Mirabile is the author of  two cook books and 
working on his third, On The Cannoli Trail and recipe creator 
for many local and national companies.

Jasper Mirabile Jr.



Welsh Rarebit with Boiled Egg
Jaci Shelby

4 Tbs unsalted butter, plus 4 Tbs for toasting bread 
1⁄2 cup all-purpose flour
1⁄2 tsp kosher salt
1 tsp Dijon mustard
1⁄2 tsp Cajun seasoning1⁄2 tsp Cajun seasoning
1 tsp Worcestershire
2 cups shredded white cheddar,
( preferably Prairie Breeze) 
1⁄2 cup heavy cream
1-1⁄2 cup milk
6 slices of  bread, 
pumpepumpernickel or a seeded rye bread
4 quarts water
1 tablespoon white vinegar
6 large eggs
Serves 6
In a sauté pan, start with the butter, mustard, cream, and salt. Once butter 
has melted, add the Worcestershire, Cajun seasoning, cream and flour. Mix 
wwell over medium heat constantly stirring to ensure consistency for 8 minutes. 
Take the slices of  bread and brush with a little butter and place in a sauté pan 
or oven for toasting. Once the sauce is mixed well, add the cheese and stir for 
one minute then turn off  the heat. Spoon 1⁄4 cup of  sauce on top of  toast.

In a small sauce pot, bring 4 quarts of  water to a boil. Add 1 tablespoon of  
white vinegar to the water. When water is at a simmer, gently place your eggs 
in for 4 minutes to reach a hard boil. Place 1 egg on top of  each piece of  toast 
and serand serve.
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Chef  Jaci Shelby was born in West Bend, Wisconsin before her family 
moved throughout the Midwest. They finally settled in Prairie Village, 
Kansas where she was seemingly set for a career as an athlete, it took a 
move to New Orleans, Louisiana for her true passion in life, food!

She studied under multiple James Beard Award winning chefs in pastry 
and savory until figuring out she was all savory. Chef  Jaci Shelby has been 
iinvolved in Kansas City barbecue competitions and East Coast pastry 
competitions. She has won national recipe Awards and loves to put together 
wine dinners where she can show her talents for pleasing the palate and 
pairing wine.

She is now resides as Executive Chef  at Louie's Wine Dive in the Waldo 
neighborhood of  Kansas City, Missouri. She is constantly creating unique 
dishes such as her well known Prince Edward Island Mussels featuring an 
herb cherb cream sauce, prosciutto and french fries. Check out her current 
creations and wine dinners at www.louieswinedive.com.

Jaci Shelby



French Toast
Carl Thorne-Thomsen

1 c. heavy cream
1 c. whole milk
2 eggs
3 T. honey
1 1 T. sugar
1 t. vanilla extract
Pinch of  salt
8 thick slices rustic bread
Canola or grape seed oil
Butter
Maple syrup

In a bIn a bowl mix the first seven ingredients.  
Place bread in a baking pan in a single layer and pour the custard over the top.  
Cover the pan and refrigerate for one hour or up to twelve hours, 
flipping the slices occasionally to absorb the custard evenly.

Preheat oven to 450.  

Heat two sauté pans over medium high burners.  
Add enough canola or grape seed oil to coat the bottom of  each pan.  
Place the slices oPlace the slices of  bread into the hot pans.  
Cook until lightly browned on the first side, then flip and place the pans 
with the toast in the oven.  
Cook five minutes, then remove and divide toast between four plates.  
Serve with syrup and butter.
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                      Chef  Carl Thorne-Thomsen worked as a line cook at the 
                      popular Leawood restaurant, 40 Sardines. In 2007, when 
                      Chef  Michael Smith opened Michael Smith Restaurant in 
the Crossroads, Smith hired Thorne-Thomsen to be chef  de cuisine and 
again with his second restaurant, Extra Virgin. He held both positions 
simultaneously for two years. Thorne-Thomsen started actively working on 
the concthe concept for Story in December of  2009. In August of  2010 the time 
came to turn this “story” into a reality. The restaurant opened in May 2011, 
in The Village Shops at 3931 W. 69th Terrace in Prairie Village, KS.

There is, of  course, a story behind the name “Story”. It revolves around three 
themes that are a part of  Thorne-Thomsen’s beliefs. The name story is meant 
to signify that I’m a chef  inspired and motivated by ingredients. The name also 
refers to the “story” behind any given dish on the menu, why certain items are 
paipaired or not, where the idea came from or how it evolved. Lastly “story” refers 
the meal itself, the diner’s experience. Is it a special occasion, an anniversary 
or birthday for instance; is that the “story”? Sometimes, if  the food, service 
and atmosphere are good, then the experience itself  is the story. 

Story has won a Wine Spectator Award of  Excellence and was named to 
OpenTable’s list of  top 100 American fare restaurants in the United States. 
Carl Thorne-Thomsen is a 2013 James Beard semifinalist nominee for 
Best CheBest Chef  Midwest and FOOD & WINE magazine’s 2013 
winner for The People’s Best New Chef: Midwest.

Carl Thorne-Thomsen
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